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ABSTRACT
This paper overviews the activities and discoveries of the Tell el-Hammam Excavation Project
(TeHEP) in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, Season Four, from January 9 through February
26, 2009 (Collins 2009). TeHEP is a joint scientific Project between the College of Archaeology
of Trinity Southwest University and the Department of Antiquities of Jordan. The author is
Project Co-Director and Chief Field Archaeologist. Although much speculation has surrounded
Tall el-Hammam's regional stature and occupational history, until recently very little work had
been accomplished at the site other than surface sherding (Ibrahim, Sauer, Yassine 1988) and
extremely limited probing on the lower tall (Prag 1991). As a result, knowledge, much less
understanding, of the site has remained virtually invisible to scholars interpreting (particularly)
the Southern Levantine Bronze Age. Excavations through Season Four have now revealed not
only several phases from the Iron Age, replete with residential and monumental architecture, but
also a massive 36-hectare fortified Bronze Age city with seemingly-continuous occupation
during the EBA, IBA, and MBA. While in recent years scholars may have been trending away
from the city-state model of EBA social organization in the Transjordan due to a perceived lack
of true city-state-sized urban centers (Philip 2008; cf. Finkelstein 1995), excavations at Tall elHammam are now revealing a top-tier fortified EBA city replete with multiple satellite towns
and villages within a 2.5 km radius. There is little doubt that Tall el-Hammam was the epicenter
of a strong city-state during the EBA, and continuing into the MBA. Tall el-Hammam’s sheer
size attests to its position as the dominant Bronze Age urban center in the Jordan Valley, except
for an occupational hiatus between the MBA and late Iron I (cf. Flanagan, McCreery, Yassine
1994). Indeed, interpreting the Transjordan Bronze Age without Tall el-Hammam at the center of
the equation has been tantamount to studying modern Jordan without considering Amman.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the highlights of the 2008 Season was the collaboration producing a new Joint Agreement
between Trinity Southwest University (TSU) and the Department of Antiquities of Jordan (DoA)
for the duration of five years (and renewable), creating a joint scientific expedition extending
through the 2013 season. This milestone for the Tall el-Hammam1 Excavation Project (TeHEP)
was signed on 21 January 2008 by Dr. Steven Collins (TSU), project Co-Director and Chief
Archaeologist, and Dr. Fawwaz Al-Khraysheh, Director General of the DoA of the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan. The Agreement not only sets forth guidelines and parameters for the
ongoing excavation of Tall el-Hammam, but also it provides opportunities for mutual scholarly
interchange between TSU, the DoA, and Jordanian institutions of higher education and cultural
heritage.
Season Four (Collins, Hamdan, et al 2009) (for previous seasons see Collins, Byers, Luddeni
2006; Collins, Byers, Luddeni, Moore 2007; Collins, Abu Dayyeh, et al 2008) of the Tall elHammam Excavation Project (TeHEP), including set-up and wrap-up, was conducted from 9
January through 26 February 2009, with the authorization and support of Dr. Fawwaz AlKhraysheh, Director General of the DoA. TeHEP Season Four was directed by Dr. Steven
Collins (Dean, College of Archaeology, TSU; Chief Archaeologist) and Mr. Khalil Hamdan
(DoA, Head of Excavation Sector; Senior Archaeologist), with the assistance of Mr. Hussein
Aljarrah (DoA Regional Director, Kafrayn District; Field Archaeologist), Mr. Jehad Haroun
(DoA, Field Archaeologist), Mr. Gary Byers (TSU, Senior Archaeologist), Dr. Steve McAllister
(TSU, Field Archaeologist), Mr. Michael C. Luddeni (TSU, Director of Photography), Dr. David
Graves (Atlantic Baptist U.; Field
Archaeologist), and Mr. Qutaiba Dasouqi
(DoA, Surveyor). Mr. Adeib abu-Shmais
(former DoA Archaeological Inspector of
Amman; Senior Archaeologist) provided
consultation during the reading of pottery
diagnostics. Dr. Kay Prag (retired, U.
Manchester, England; Senior Archaeologist)
was brought in for three days at the end of
the season to provide further consultation
due to her extensive experience with
exploration and excavations in the area,
including directing many seasons at Tall
Iktanu and at Tall el-Hammam (1990).
1

The spelling of site names in Jordan, including Tall el-Hammam, is problematic. Most of the difficulties stem from
how Arabic vowel sounds are represented in the English spellings. Even in the formal literature, site names vary
widely. For example, Tall Kafrayn is variously spelled Kafrein, Kufrein, or Kufrayn. The term “tall” in the older
literature is “tell.” While “tell” is still used by many scholars in ANE archaeology, the term in Jordan is now, most
popularly, “tall.” The tendency in Jordan seems to be that, in general, the “a” has become a more acceptable
transliteration than “e” for the vowel in tall/tell, al/el, and similar contexts. In much of the literature, our site is
known as Tell el-Hammam or Tell al-Hammam. According to the latest convention, technically, it should be Tall
al-Hammam, and we may, at some point, be forced to capitulate to that spelling. In the meantime, we have chosen
to use one “a” and one “e” as reflective of the history of the spelling, preserving an element of both: Tall elHammam.
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TeHEP professional archaeologists and specialists were assisted by a team of Square
Supervisors consisting of TSU graduate and doctoral students in archaeology, along with
scholars from otherinstitutions. Volunteer excavators from the USA, Canada, Germany, and
Russia, along with local workers, rounded out the TeHEP 2009 Team.
Tall el-Hammam (TeH) is located 12.6 km
NE of the Dead Sea, 11.7 km E of the Jordan
River, 8 km south of the modern village of
South Shouna (the location of Tall Nimrin), and
approximately 1 km SSW of the Kafrayn Dam.
This area of the southern Jordan Valley,
particularly the eastern half of what should
properly be called “the Jordan Disk”2 (the
circular alluvial area north of the Dead Sea,
approximately 25 km in diameter, also called
the middle Ghor), lies on the crossroads of the
region’s ancient N/S and E/W trade routes.3
Several significant sites, all variously occupied
during the high points of Levantine Bronze
Age4 civilization, hug the eastern edge of the
Jordan Disk beyond the spread of the ancient
flood plain, bounded on the north by the throat of the Jordan Valley, and on the south by the
rocky terrain of the Dead Sea area—Tall Nimrim with Tall Bleibel and Tall Mustah in close
proximity, and sprawling Tall el-Hammam encircled by Tall Tahouna (NE), Tall Barakat (N),
Tall Kafrayn (NW), Tall Rama (SW), Tall Mwais (SSW), Tall Iktanu (SSE), and several small
un-named sites, all within a .75 to 2.7 km radius of Hammam (Glueck 1945; Ibrahim and
Yassine 1988; Khouri 1988; Leonard 1992; Chang-Ho 2002; ). Although the ancient eastern
Jordan Disk towns and villages vary site to site as to periodization, particularly during the
Bronze Age, Tall el-Hammam was their connecting common denominator positioned at the
center of what must surely be described as a city state—and a relatively large one at that.
2

The wide, circular, flat alluvial area of the southern Jordan Valley immediately north of the Dead Sea is
approximately 25 km in diameter, and split down the center by the Jordan River. The biblical term for this
phenomenologically disk-shaped region is kikkar (= disk, circle), appearing as hakikkar (the disk/circle) and kikkar
hayarden (disk/circle of the Jordan River). When not used geographically, kikkar refers either to a talent (flat,
circular weight of metal) or a flat, circular loaf of bread. Although cognate forms of kikkar appear in virtually all
ANE languages (including Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Egyptian), the term is never used in a geographical sense
outside the Old Testament, but always refers to a disk-like “talent” or “loaf.” The rare, geographical usage of
kikkar lies at the core of the phrases “Plain (kikkar) of the Jordan River” and “Cities of the Plain (kikkar)” as seen
in Genesis 10-19. The entire area was visible from the highland hilltops near the Jordan Valley WNW of Jericho,
the location of Bethel and Ai (see Genesis 13:1-12).
3
There is debate regarding whether or not some kind of traversable road or trail existed on or near the eastern and
western shores of the Dead Sea by which travelers could move N and S through the Dead Sea Valley. Even though
much of the terrain was difficult, it is hard to believe that at least some kind of stable footpath did not exist,
affording one the opportunity to move from towns/sites near the Dead Sea shore northward into the Jordan Valley
without having to mount up into the high terrain to connect up with roads on the Trans- and Cisjordan plateaus,
then return to the Jordan Valley at a location farther to the N.
4
See the new archaeological period abbreviations in section “V. Stratigraphy.”
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Also nearby are several large dolmen fields (Prag 1995; Aljarrah tbp) and tombs that, for the
most part, remain unexcavated or robbed out.5 The Hellenistic, Roman, and Byzantine periods
are represented architecturally at and near the site, including forts, guard towers, aqueducts, large
cisterns, and by at least one monumental structure located on the S side of Tall el-Hammam near
a warm spring.6

Tall el-Hammam is the largest of the Jordan Disk sites. It is certainly one of the largest, of not
the largest, Bronze Age site in Jordan. The tall proper spreads over approximately 36 ha (360
dunams), bounded by the Wadi Kafrayn on the north and the Wadi Ar Rawda on the south, and
by the main road to the E of the tall, against the foothills, and the confluence of these two wadis
to the W. The site footprint for general settlement is well over 400 dunams (100+ acres). These
dimensions approximate the areas of the site occupied in more remote antiquity, from at least the
Chalcolithic Period through the late Iron Age (there are likely period gaps in some locations on
the site footprint7). There is, additionally, ample evidence of a significant Hellenistic/Early
Roman Period occupation off the main tall to the immediate south. Reports about the site from
the late 19th century (Tristram 1874: 330-333; Thomson 1882: 371-376) describe an aqueduct
that fed the area south of the upper tall. There is also a warm spring at about the E/W center of
the site in close proximity to what may have been a Roman bath complex, public building, or
large private residence. However, the extent of the Hellenistic/Roman occupation remains an
unknown quantity except for the large structure(s) in Field R on the lower tall, and a possible
tower in Field A on the upper tall. There is some evidence (pottery sherds) from the Byzantine
Period, but not in abundance. There also seems to have been some re-use of earlier structures on
the upper tall (particularly those built initially during the Iron Age) periodically from the Iron
Age through the Late Islamic Period. However, sherds from the Islamic Period are rare.
Surface surveying and excavation reveals occupation beginning at least during the
Chalcolithic Period (some Pottery Neolithic material may also be present) and extending with
detectible consistency through the Early Bronze Age, the Intermediate Bronze Age, and into the
Middle Bronze Age (w/associated architecture). Late Bronze Age sherds are rare, and there is no
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The Hammam (ar-Rawda) dolmens tend to be on the higher, flatter parts of the hills to the ESE of Tall elHammam, while the tombs are below them in the steeper walls of the wadis. However, there is evidence that at
least a few dolmens were located very close to the tall itself, on the adjacent alluvial plain.
6
Dr. David Graves and Dr. Scott Stripling reason that this must somehow be connected to the ancient Roman city of
Livias, perhaps a guesthouse or palatial structure on the eastern edge of the Livias precincts.
7
For example, the smaller Iron Age occupation, confined to the upper tall, covers approximately 12 ha.
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discernable LBA8 architecture thus far. One of the more surprising discoveries during the prior
season (2008) was that the EBA city wall extended not just around the lower tall (as originally
thought), but also around the entire base of the upper tall as well. Equally surprising were
indications that the MBA city fortifications were not simply confined to the mudbrick/earthen
rampart ringing the upper tall (Parr 1968; Burke 2004; McAllister 2008), but also extended
around the lower tall, often refurbishing and strengthening the EBA city wall, with additional
towers,9 as a part of the MBA
defensive strategy (Zayadine, Najjar,
and Greene 1987; Najjar 1992;
Burke 2004; Falconer 2008). Further,
detailed surface sherding of the
lower tall revealed a large quantity of
ceramic forms dating to the
Intermediate Bronze Age (cf.
Homès-Fredericq and Franken 1986:
98-114; Brown 1991; Palumbo
2008), indicating that the city likely
EBA and IBA ledge handles
survived the ubiquitous periodfrom lower Tall el-Hammam
ending calamity that caused the
demise of EBA cities throughout the Levant, many of which never recovered (Richard 1987; Ben
Tor 1992; Finkelstein and Gophna 1993; Harrison 1997; Avner and Carmi 2001; Philip 2008).
Perhaps owing to Tall el-Hammam's access to multiple water resources (the Jordan River,
seasonal rainfall and wadi flows,10 and numerous nearby and on-site springs), residents seem to
have overcome the negative factors leading to the decline and/or demise of other cities in the
region (Prag 2007).11
Like Tall el-Hammam, nearby Bronze Age sites such as Tall Nimrin, Tall Iktanu, and Tall
Kafrayn12 (and all others in eastern Jordan Disk area, for that matter) seem to lack discernable, or
any, Late Bronze Age occupation (Dornemann 1990; Prag 1974, 1991; Strange 2008). Is the
“LBA gap”—as the Tall Nimrin excavators call it (Flanagan, McCreery, Yassine 1990, 1992,
1994, 1996)—a regional phenomenon, and can TeH shed light on what caused it? The data
through four seasons of excavation seem to support such a gap at TeH. Whatever caused the
absence of occupation at the eastern Jordan Disk sites during the LBA timeframe did, in fact, not
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See the new archaeological period abbreviations in section “V. Stratigraphy.”
On particularly massive tower structure located at the far W extremity of the lower tall seems to be of MBA
design, using large boulders (some slightly squared) not typical of EBA builders. MBA pottery is present in the
area, but no excavation has taken place there to date.
10
In antiquity, both the Wadi Kufrayn and the Wadi Ar Rawda/Hisban probably sustained perennial flows more
often than not.
11
Tall Iktanu, 2 km to the S of Tall el-Hammam, also has strong IBA occupation, but not fortified. Although Tall
Iktanu has generally been seen as a defining IBA representative in most of the relevant literature, it must now be
interpreted as one of many satellites of the much larger, and fortified, Tall el-Hammam.
12
Although not much has been published on the ongoing excavation at Tall Kufrayn, our personal contact with the
director of the excavation confirms that there is not an LBA architectural presence at the site. There is a strong
EBA and MBA presence, as at Tall Nimrin.
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continue, as most sites were resettled toward the end of Iron Age 1 into Iron Age 2 (cf.
Dornemann 1983). Indeed, the Iron Age 2 occupation at TeH is quite extensive, and surrounded
by a 3+m thick fortification wall, perhaps casemate, at least in part. What gave rise to the site’s
Iron Age city, and what brought about its demise? The answers to these questions are only
beginning to be answered.
Tall el-Hammam certainly holds key pieces of the archaeological puzzle from which a greater
comprehension and appreciation of the regional history can emerge. The focus of the fourth
season of excavation was to continue to identify and sound sections of the site determined to
offer reasonable opportunities to expose stratigraphic sequencing on both the upper tall (Area U)
and lower tall (Area L) while, at the same time, continuing to survey, map, and document
important geographical features and archaeological sites on the eastern Jordan Disk, with a view
to determining the relationship of Tall el-Hammam to the territory under its hegemony and to
surrounding polities.

Tall Barakat

Tall Kafrayn
Tall Tahouna
small
village
site
small
village
site

Wadi Kafrayn
TALL EL-HAMMAM
small
village
site

Dolmens and Tombs
Wadi Ar Rawda/Hisban

Tall Rama

Tall Iktanu

METHODOLOGY
When considering its constituent components collectively, TeH is enormous. But there are four
considerations that have assisted us in narrowing the focus of the 2009 excavation season.
First, our extensive explorations of the Tall el-Hammam general occupational area during the
past three seasons have led us to postulate its position as a major, fortified city at the hub of a
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definable Bronze Age city-state, particularly during the EBA through the MBA. However, we
needed to extend the scope of this research to include not only Tall el-Hammam and its
occupational platform between the Wadi Kafrayn and Wadi Ar Rawda, but also its relationship
to smaller sites encircling it, particularly to the N, W, and S, all within a radius of 5 km.13
Therefore, it was imperative for us to complete the GIS topographical survey of Tall elHammam begun during the previous season. It was also imperative for us to complete our
detailed sherding (settlement density) sweeps of the general occupational area, and also to put
these areas on our GIS survey. Beyond this, it was important for us to survey the locations of
outlying talls, dolmens, and tombs in order to produce a more complete picture of the sociopolitical structure existing between Tall el-Hammam and it many satellites. Thus, an intensive,
season-long surveying effort was in the offing for Season Four.
Second, the ruins of the Iron Age city (mainly IA2), which spread over the top of the upper
tall, contain many exposed domestic and monumental wall foundations, including the IA city
wall, 3 m thick. Considerable segments of the fortification walls are visible, especially on the
northern-most side. The remains of mudbrick walls and stone foundations, both domestic and
monumental, are clearly visible in several locations. The first three seasons of excavation have
helped to define the periodization of the Iron Age occupation, but a great deal remains to be
clarified, including the nature of the now-exposed IA gate complex (which is certainly not the
main gate, but a secondary, inner entrance). The sequence of IA occupation is likely quite
readable in this "upper" gate complex. One question that needs to be addressed is whether or not
Iron Age 1 is represented by any of the gate/plaza phases (IA1 pottery has been found in this
location, but not in abundance). Thus, we designed to continue excavating segments along the IA
city wall (which was mostly built over the MBA earthen/mudbrick rampart, as revealed in the
2007 and 2008 seasons), including this upper gate area.
Third, the ease of access to the
EBA/IBA/MBA lower city led K.
Prag, in 1990, to do a few soundings
on the far western extremity of the
lower tall (our Area L) (Prag 1991).
In that location, the fortified Bronze
Age occupation spreads over a
roughly circular area some 500m in
diameter, much of which is exposed
to, or near, the surface. Fortification
walls and towers are clearly visible
One of several hundred dolmens in the
in many places, making the
immediate area ESE of Tal el-Hammam
approximate parameters of the
Bronze Age city on the SW half of the site relatively easy to identify. Thus, the lower tall is at
least a partially-known quantity, with some stratigraphic sequencing already revealed by K. Prag
in her 1990 trenches. However, Prag's probes were relatively shallow and did not extend into the
13

Many of these sites tend to hug the circle of foothills to the S and N, while others occupy positions on the alluvial
plain to the SW, W, and NW. Distances from the center of Tall el-Hammam range from .25 km to approximately 5
km. All are within direct line-of-sight from the top of Hammam’s upper and lower talls within a visually and
geographically defined and defensible space.
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deeper layers of the lower tall. It was our design that Season Four would make a significant
penetration into the lower tall at a location already selected during the 2007 season, but not
pursued. That location (Area L, Field A = Field LA) was singled out for several reasons: (a) it
was adjacent to, and included, a well-defined section of the city wall; (b) it included several
visible (what appeared to be) domestic structures; (c) it was a raised area offering the potential of
deep layering; (d) it was heavily populated with Bronze Age pottery sherds; and (e) it had not
fallen prey to "deep disking" agricultural activity. Thus, the initiation of excavations in this
location was a goal for this season.
Fourth, the large Roman/Byzantine structure in Area L, Field R needed additional work as the
key period-feature at the site. Thus, we designed to continue what was begun there in the
previous season by Dr. David Graves, since he was with us for two weeks this season and was
able to bring continuity to the brief-but-important work in that location.

ACTIVITY DURING THE 2009 SEASON
SURVEY ACTIVITIES
GIS Topographical Survey
Under the expert direction of Mr. Qutaiba Dasouqi, the GIS topographical survey work
proceeded at a remarkable pace. The results are dramatic, allowing almost endless combinations
of highly useful data
500 meters

manipulation for purposes of
geographical proximity studies,
theoretical projections, 3D
modeling, stratigraphic layering,
and excavation data collection
with integrated photographic
record.
GIS Site Grid

The site grid developed by our
previous surveyor was
incomplete, and was determined
to have some key data flaws.
Because of this, Dr. Collins
decided to have a new site grid
surveyed and triple-checked for
accuracy. The embedded
photographic data newly shot
3D rendering showing Bronze Age fortification perimeter, looking NE
from previously-excavated
squares allowed work done on
the old grid to be instantly incorporated into the new (final!) grid. The 6 m grid (designed for N
and E balks of 1 m) is now able to be projected easily from the total station over the entire site.
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All work during the 2009 season was
done using the new grid, with
excellent results integrated with the
GIS.
GIS Excavation and Feature
Documentation
Each square is routinely photographed
from a 7m boom camera with walls,
installations, and features incorporated
into the site grid and GIS, with
layered drawings and photographs
available to Square Supervisors the
next morning. Important finds are also
located in three dimensions on the
survey, with embedded photographs.
GPS/GIS Sherding Survey of General Settlement Area
The first three days before excavations commenced was spent with most of the team performing
sweeping surface surveys of the area between the tall-proper and the surrounding wadis. Team
members assembled into a line at arms'-length intervals, with a "floater" using a GPS device to
record sherds visible on the ground. The results were quite good, showing concentrations of
sherds and other artifacts (such as grindstones) in certain raised areas (with stratigraphy?),
revealing at least two settlements to the S of the main tall near the Wadi Ar Rawda. The survey
also suggests that the land between these small settlements was likely used for agricultural
purposes in antiquity, perhaps being farmed by families living in these "villages" within the
shadow of the large fortified city. The small EBA occupation on nearby Tall Tahouna (NE) is as
close as these, and may have served in a similar capacity, or perhaps as a garrison site.
GPS/GIS Survey of the
Hammam Dolmen Field
Hussein Aljarrah, DoA
Director for the Middle Jordan
Valley, has already performed
a detailed survey of what has
generally been called the Ar
Rawda Dolmen Field (still
awaiting publication as of the
date of this report),
documenting 226 of what had
been a much larger number of
the funerary monuments in
antiquity (Aljarrah tbp). Most
of these dolmens fall well
within a .5 to 2 km radius of
Tall el-Hammam's extensive

REGISTERED DOLMENS
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EBA/IBA city, mostly to the E and SE. Mr. Aljarrah, also a Field Archaeologist on the Tall elHammam excavation team, has graciously permitted the GPS locations of these dolmens to be
included in the TeH database in what we now called the Hammam Dolmen Field, since TeH is
obviously the epicenter of the funerary/cult rites/activities that created the dolmens (likely)
during the Early Bronze Age (Prag 1995).
GPS/GIS Survey of the Hammam Tombs
In order to augment the work done by H. Aljarrah
in documenting the Hammam (Ar Rawda)
Dolmen Field (Aljarrah tbp; Clayton tbp), we
undertook to identify, GPS, and photograph as
many of the associated tombs as possible. Thus
far, we have documented 36 cave and rock-cut
tombs, and have tentatively identified about 20
more. These are mostly confined to the steep
TOMB HT.1
sides of the wadis (above water flow levels) in
rock strata suitable for making tombs. Some seem
to have been created from natural caves, others
have cut entrances and/or artificially-enlarged
interiors (cf. Schaub 1973; Harrison 2001;
Chesson and Schaub 2007). Depths vary widely
mostly because of rock decomposition and the
collapse of overhanging ledges, but some of the
larger ones have interior dimensions well in
excess of 3 m. This is the first time these tombs
have been identified and documented. Thus far,
TOMB HT.35
without exception, each tomb is in close
proximity to one or more dolmens located on the
higher, more level ground immediately above. Many of the tombs are robbed out. One was
recently robbed (Tomb HT.1), with EBA pottery still in the night diggers' debris pile. Several of
these tombs seem to be intact, and should be excavated soon before they are found and destroyed
by looters. It is likely that these tombs number in the hundreds, and we expect to continue to find
and document them in future seasons.
GPS/GIS Inclusion of Surrounding Settlements with Sherding Activity
We are also attempting to explore, GPS, sherd, and document as many of the eastern Jordan
Disk's ancient towns and villages as possible, including the more well-known sites in the
immediate vicinity such as Tall Iktanu, Tall Mwais, Tuleilat Ghassul, Tall Rama, Tall Kafrayn,
Tall Tahouna, and Tall Barakat, as well as the cluster 6 km to the N, including Tall Nimrin, Tall
Bleibel, and Tall Mustah. Most of these have already been surveyed in the past, but some have
not, including several un-named sites. It is a critical part of understanding the workings of these
(likely) city-state clusters to have an intimate geographical "feel" for each one relative to all the
others, including surrounding local terrains, walking distances and times to other locations, likely
courses of connecting roads/paths, and lines of sight between locations. We also do sherding
each time we visit one of these sites in our area. We made a special effort to visit all of the
mentioned sites, and many others, during this season. Unfortunately, two of the sites we
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attempted to visit, Tall Azeimeh North and South, have been entirely obliterated by sand/gravel
mining on the southern edge of the Disk just SW of Tall Iktanu. Dr. Kay Prag was part of the
exploration team that day, and shared our sadness at the loss of those two Bronze Age sites.
Thankfully, both Drs. Prag and Collins had explored them in the past.
ACTIVITIES IN AREA U: UPPER (NE) TALL
Field UA: Assessment and Stratigraphic Interpretation
Field UA is cut approximately E/W by a military trench (MT). A 3-m-deep trench through the
highest point of the tall destroyed a 5m wide swath of ancient occupation, including large stone
and mudbrick structures. Our goal in this area has been, and continues to be, a clarification of the
“mess” created by the MT, and a determination of the stratigraphy still discernable. MT
clarification from the first season
Cleaning up in Field UA
revealed at least three
occupational levels:
Hellenistic/Roman, Iron Age,
and Middle Bronze Age
(presently indeterminate as to
periodization and/or phasing).
During Season Two, ceramics
confirmed that the uppermost
architectural structures
(Hellenistic/Roman) were built
over Iron Age foundations. As
the Iron Age stone foundations
were exposed to their bases, it
became increasingly evident that
the Bronze Age was present in some manner underneath (EBA, IBA, and MBA pottery is
frequent, and in good contexts), but the stratigraphy remains unclear, likely because of re-use
and/or remodeling in several periods. During the present season we spent some time re-assessing
the sequencing in Field UA, and found nothing to change our minds regarding the periods
represented. The "red" (the red color was created by an
extensive fire) mudbricks in the MBA monumental
structure average 30x50x15 cm (see photo), which is
quite distinct from the 20x40x10 cm mudbricks present
in most of the EBA construction. The MBA monumental
mudbrick building seems to cover the entire acropolis
area of Field UA.
Field UB: Excavation and Stratigraphic
Interpretation
Trenched through by modern military activity, UB.9MM (with adjacent squares to the W and S;
formerly UB.19U) is a complex pile of tumble and poorly-laid (re-used) stones along its northern
third for a depth of about 1 m. However, once the surface MT “mess” was removed during
seasons Two and Three, several phases of Iron Age construction became apparent. A cobble
surface at about the same level as the cobble layer in UB.10MM (with adjacent squares to the W
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and S; formerly 20U) is perhaps an
extension of the same road or plaza. Some
aspects of the larger walls in the square
suggest that it is a gateway or something
related to it. A "mirror image" of the tower
excavated in UB.10MM (old UB.20U)
exists in UB.8KK (and adjacent squares to
the E and N), and provides a good look at
the IA2 city wall, and its connection to the
monumental towers. UB.9MM (near old
IA2 monumental
UB.19U) is also showing a prior
structure in Field UB
fortification phase under the IA city wall
that could be a section of MBA wall built
into the mudbrick rampart, or perhaps an earlier Iron Age phase predating the cobble layer.
During this season we confirmed that the cobble surface did, in fact, extend fully between the
two towers—in essence, creating a road where
formerly the cobbles had created a more expansive
plaza before the "gate" towers were constructed
during IA2a-b. Thus, the cobble surface was
originally part of an earlier phase, likely IA1b,
according to the pottery in associated loci. The
stronger E tower has two phases from IA2, while
the W tower seems to be almost an afterthought
(same dimensions, but much poorer construction)
built later in IA2b-c, creating what is perhaps an
upper/inner gate. We think that the main gate is
outside and lower than this complex—at least that
IA1-2 phases
built over a layer
is what the topography suggests.
of cobbles.

Under the cobble street/plaza and the associated
IA1b walls, at a depth of nearly 3 m, are two
earlier walls and a floor with a claylined silo installation. The pottery
associated with these two earlier walls,
floor, and silo dates to the Middle
Bronze Age, and all associated loci
seem to be sealed and free from later
intrusion. Significant portions of two
MB2 storage jars and a grey-burnished
piriform juglet were found in this
context in two separate loci on each
side of the E/W wall. UB.10MM (and
adjacent squares W and S; old
UB.20U) got an interpretive cleaning
in Season Three, but no further
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IA1-2 phases built
over MB2 domestic
structure with claylined storage bin.

excavation was performed. However, during
this season we "triple dated" the MB2 domestic
structure by coring the wall. The MB2 date
held through the final pottery reading.
In addition, a 1.5m-wide trench was laid out
over the IA city wall going N from the E tower.
It was almost immediately apparent that the IA
city wall was built directly over the MBA
mudbrick/earthen rampart as in Fields UC and
UD (cf. Greene and ‘Amr 1992; Herr, Geraty,
LaBianca, and Younker 1991; for Egyptian
analogies see Kemp 1983, 1991).14 After two
weeks we suspended activity in Field UB in
order to survey and lay out the new grid before
further work is done there in a future season.
Field UC: Excavation and Stratigraphic
Interpretation
Two 1.5-m-wide trenches were laid out across
the IA city wall in Field UC, with the same
result as the trench in Field UB: the IA city
wall had been built directly atop the MBA
mudbrick/earthen rampart. After two weeks we
suspended activity in Field UC in order to survey and lay out the new grid before further work is
done there in a future season.
MBA mudbrick and
earthen rampart;
Field UD

Field UD: Excavation and Stratigraphic Interpretation
Two 1.5-m-wide trenches were laid out across the IA city wall in Field UD, with the same result
as the trenches in Fields UB and UC: the IA city wall had been built directly atop the MBA
mudbrick/earthen rampart (Parr 1968; Greene and ‘Amr 1992; Herr, Geraty, LaBianca, and
Younker 1991). After two weeks we suspended activity in Field UD in order to survey and lay
out the new grid before further work is done there in a future season.
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The MBA rampart system ringing the upper tall at Tall el-Hammam effectively creates an inner city defensive
perimeter, the interior of which is populated with both monumental buildings (as in Field UA) and domestic
structures (as in Field UB). The rampart’s outer slope is 38%. The flattened top of the rampart exceeds 7 m in
width. The height of the rampart from the exterior dimension is estimated to be in excess of 20 m, and constructed
primarily of mudbricks. Based on Schaub’s (2007) formula, we estimate that, given its estimated dimensions, it
took something on the order of 40+ million bricks to build the rampart around the upper tall. It is excavated to a
height of 6 m in Field UD. There seems to be little doubt that TeH’s upper city preserves a virtually-complete
MBA rampart system. In the future we hope to accomplish a complete sectioning of the rampart that will reveal it
full dimensions, design, and methods of construction. We have not yet determined the location of the MBA
gateway through the rampart.
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ACTIVITIES IN AREA L: LOWER
(SW) TALL
Field LR: Excavation and
Stratigraphic Interpretation
Excavation of the monumental Roman
building continued during the first two
weeks of the 2009 season. The NW
corner of the structure was exposed (see
photo), along with an intersection of
interior walls with a well-paved floor
(both were re-covered for preservation).
It seems that the Roman construction
used large limestone blocks, while the Byzantine rebuild used a rather poor quality of grey
sandstone of the same type found near Tall Rama to the SW. The grey sandstone at Rama was
probably used during the Byzantine Period. The common quarry for this sandstone is equidistant
between Rama and Hammam. The nature of the large Roman/Byzantine building in Field LR has
yet to be determined. Nineteenth century explorers usually interpreted it as a bath complex,
taking advantage of the nearby warm spring (Tristram 1874: 330-333; Thomson 1882: 371-376).
Late in the season, the corner of another building of similar construction was discovered about
40 m E.
Field LA: Excavation and Stratigraphic Interpretation
After week two of the season, our focus shifted from the upper tall to the lower tall. With the
new site grid now available for Area L, we set our sights on Field LA on the southern side of the
site. We laid out a trench down the 28 N/S gridline comprised of Squares LA.28J1, LA.28K1,
LA.28L1, LA.28M1, and LA.28N1.15 We generally refer to this trench as Trench LA.28. Each
square was sub-balked to create a 2-m trench running for 30 m. Surface features included at least
4 m width of what was likely the first EB3 city wall phase, of boulder-and-chink construction
(EB1c and EB2 city walls were generally made mostly of mudbrick) (Rast and Schaub 1980;
Schaub 2007), and several domestic-sized stone foundations. Our extensive sherding in Area L
has confirmed previous estimates showing that 99% of the surface pottery dates to the EBA,
IBA, and MBA.16 The excavations of K. Prag on the western side of our Area L gave the same
indications (Prag 1991). It is not an exaggeration to say that Trench LA.28 delivered in dramatic
fashion. Not only did we get a good look at the EB3 city wall construction with phases extending
its width from 4 m to 9m and then to over 15 m (separately-built walls with rubble fill), but also
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A note on the size of Tall el-Hammam: Our surveyed site grid now contains over 12,000 6mx6m squares
spreading over 43 ha.
16
The ceramics seem to reveal the presence of all subphases of the EBA, IBA, and MBA, including transition forms
at period and subperiod horizons. No LBA sherds are evident. In other words, Tall el-Hammam preserves a
remarkably consistent Bronze Age city that was able to withstand the negative factors (climate fluctuations, people
migrations, wars) that often created settlement gaps or terminations at other sites—that is, until all the eastern
Jordan Disk sites came to a seemingly-abrupt end toward the end of the MBA. Interestingly, there appear to be no
LBA settlements at all on the 300km2 parcel of the Jordan Disk east of the river. Cities, towns, and villages do
appear once again about the mid-Iron Age.
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we got a good sense of the stratigraphy and phasing, along with some excellent sections that
were quite "readable" with regard to destructions, collapses, and rebuilds. Sealed loci with a
great deal of pottery were in abundance, and many architectural indicators were present that
revealed close relationships between occupational
phases.
Trench LA.28
Each square along Trench LA.28 sported an
identical occupational sequence spread over what
appears to be two or three domestic structures, all built
with the same wall dimensions, and all oriented
parallel and perpendicular to the city wall. In each
square the following sequence was obtained: (a) EB3
foundations of two-to-three courses of medium-sized
cobblestones (10-20 cm)—with a hard mud-plaster
floor sealing against them—were topped by a
mudbrick superstructure built with alternating
header/stretcher bonding (the EB3 mudbricks were
uniformly 20x40x10 cm), using mud/ash mortar, with
resulting average wall-widths of .75 m, including
layers of mud plaster; (b) EB3 walls were partially
destroyed (fire? earthquake? attack?), but were rebuilt
with a bonded layer (again, header/stretcher) of
slightly thicker/wider IB1-2 mudbricks on top of 6-10
courses of original EB3 mudbricks; (c) new IB1-2
floors were installed about 20 cm above the original
EB3 floors, generally sealing against the top of the EB3 foundation stones at the base of the first
course of EB3 mudbricks, often running across EB3 stone thresholds into adjacent rooms; (c) the
EB3/IB1-2 domestic structures underwent a major destruction with thick (30+ cm) layers of ash
over a tumbled mudbrick and ash matrix; (d) the same walls built and used by the EB3 and IB1-2
builders, probably standing to their present height (8-12 mudbrick courses) within the destruction
matrix, were then topped by
medium-cobble foundations
following the previous wall lines
(with a few new walls), likely built
during MB1 and used into MB2; (e)
all that remains of the MBA
occupation in Trench LA.28 are
numerous stone foundations and
associated pottery.

Final pottery reads from mixed and
sealed loci support this sequence of
occupation, and even suggest that no
real break in occupation occurred at

Holemouth jar installation in
EB3 floor; jar inset (pre-mend)
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this location on the site. Thus far, Trench LA.28 suggests that, whatever befell the residents of
Tall el-Hammam through the EBA, IBA, and MBA, they reorganized quickly to rebuild,
refurbish, and re-create their urban environment.
Some of the notable features
unearthed in Trench LA.28
include two doorways with stone
thresholds (Squares LA.28K1
and LA.28L1), one threshold
with in situ socket stone17
(Square LA.28K1), and an EB3
sub-floor storage installation
created from a well-used large
holemouth jar (Square
LA.28K1).

Door socket
stone in situ

The EB3 city wall was likely
re-used and refurbished severally
during the IBA and MBA. In
Square LA.28N1 its stone
foundation stands to a height of 1.7 m. It is built over a matrix of mixed debris (ash, mudbrick,
stones, pottery) approximately 1 m thick, with interspersed stone foundation stubs and some laid
mudbricks. At 1 m underneath the EB3 city wall foundation, another substantial stone foundation
has emerged,
obviously
belonging to an
earlier phase of the
EBA.
We also
accomplished some
intensive surveying
of surface-visible
walls in Field LA,
adjacent to, and E
and W of, Trench
LA.28, for a
distance of about
200 m. The city
fortifications are
very complex in
this area (see grid:
red lines depict
excavated structures
in Trench LA.28; blue
17

What appears to be the upper socket stone was also found near the one doorway.
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lines show fortification walls), including what appears to be a major gateway. Multiple towers
are visible, as well as many other structures both monumental and domestic.
Approximately 200 m NW from Trench LA.28 we discovered and surveyed what appears to
be a monumental Bronze Age building measuring over 20x60 m, with many interior walls, and
perhaps surrounded by platform terraces. It sits on a rectangular, raised area almost in the center
of the city wall perimeter of the lower tall. Whatever its function, it must have been central to the
daily life of the city. In future seasons, it will be interesting to determine if this surface-existing
structure has precursor phases like the domestic structures excavated this season in Trench
LA.28.
Field LB: Survey,
Assessment, and Preliminary
Interpretation

Drs. Collins and Prag
explore the details of
expansive Tall el-Hammam
in late February 2009.

In the southern part of Field
LB we surveyed many city
wall segments, and observed
two massive structures of solid
mudbrick on each side of an
area obviously bulldozed out
for banana fields. These two
mudbrick structures, now
separated E/W by nearly 100
m, are very much in character
with the massive MBA mudbrick rampart surrounding the upper tall and, if a connection is
extrapolated, that stretch of now-missing mudbrick rampart or wall may have contained a city
gate from one of the Bronze Age fortification phases. Both Drs. Prag and Collins (see photos)
think that it has the topography suggestive of a major entryway. Dr. Prag, during years of
walking over Tall el-Hammam, had often speculated about the defensive nature of the massive
mudbrick structures that were even more extensive and
visible two decades ago. If it is a city wall, such a
mudbrick defensive structure could date to EB1c/EB2
(Philip 2008). If it is a sloping rampart, it would likely
date either to MB1 or MB2 (Dornemann 1983: 18;
Burke 2004), or possibly earlier (Mazar 2002).
The W end of the mudbrick wall/rampart terminates
at a large tower built of .75-1.5 m boulders, sitting high
on several terraces, and measuring 8x9 m at the highest
level. The city wall continues from that point to the N,
but much of the next 200 m of the wall heading in that
direction is rather out of character for EBA fortification
builders who usually used "one-man-sized" undressed
field stones. In this section of the wall many of the
stones are in the .75-1+ m range, which is more in character with the MBA style. Our current
speculation is that these S and W sections of the Bronze Age city wall were rebuilt during the
MBA, at which time the large tower was also added.
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Field LC: Survey, Assessment, and
Preliminary Interpretation
We did some sherding in Field LC, but no other
activity was pursued. City wall phases are
traceable in several phases in this location, along
with several exposed walls of (probably) domestic
structures. The city wall segments were surveyed
last season.
Field LD: Survey, Assessment, and
Preliminary Interpretation
Field LD is heavily damaged by agricultural
activity, mostly in the form of banana farming.
Stones appropriately sized for building are strewn
everywhere, with many of the larger ones
bulldozed into linear piles along the banana field
boundaries. Within Field LD is a large sink-hole
that we first thought contained no visible
structures or pottery. However, with further
erosion between last season and this, two stone
foundations appeared in the resultant section, 1 m
below the original surface, with another stone
foundation 1 m below that. Pottery embedded in
the higher wall dates to the late EB3 or IB1. The
wall underneath it had no visible pottery
associated with it. The interesting thing is that the
sink-hole lies outside the EB3 city wall boundary
that we surveyed last season. Therefore, either
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these substantial structures were outside the city defenses, or the defenses were extended at some
point, taking the city fortifications to the N, nearly to the edge of the Wadi Kafrayn. This
effectively increases the known size of the Bronze Age city by 10-15%. No excavation was
carried out in Field LD during the 2009 season.

STRATIGRAPHY
NEW STRATIGRAPHIC DESIGNATIONS FOR APPLIED CHRONOLOGY
It probably does not stretch the truth to say that there are as many permutations of Southern
Levantine chronology as there are archaeologists working in the region. There are many factors
contributing to this. One is the deviation between traditional absolute dates and recent variouslycalibrated C14 dates. Another is a simple lack of
coordination between archaeologists vis-à-vis the tags and
abbreviations assigned to the different periods and
subperiods. Yet another is the difficulty in ascertaining
cultural shifts associated with either (or both) perceived
destruction or abandonment layers when compared with
ceramic assemblages within broader regional horizons. One
must also consider that some localities are more resistant to
change than others, while some are significantly more fluid
(such as coastal areas and intersective urban centers).
With these things in mind, I am suggesting that a more
intuitive designation and abbreviation system be employed
IA1b Pilgrim Flask; Field UB
when referring to the archaeological periods and subperiods,
and one that can allow additional specificity (such as a
transitional pottery form between periods or subperiods) by
utilizing the simple designations e=early, m=middle, l=late suffixed to the end of the period
abbreviation. I am also suggesting the elimination of any letter or number convention that uses
spaces or extra digits; thus, all spaces are removed, and Roman numerals are eliminated in favor
of standard English numbers. Further, upper case letter designations are
reserved for the major period titles only (such as EBA = Early Bronze Age,
and LBA = Late Bronze Age), with all other letters (such as a, b, and c,
specifying sub-periods) in lower case. The result is the elimination of
superfluous spaces, extra digits, and upper case shifts when typing.
Thus, a pottery form that is typed as Middle Bronze II would be given the
Scarab;
abbreviation MB2. But if the form were perceived to be quite early in MB2,
surface find
an e=early can be suffixed: MB2e. If the form is seen to fall late in MB2, it
can be marked as MB2l. The e=early, m=middle, and l=late suffixes can be
used during pottery reads, but are probably not necessary otherwise. However, the addition of the
e/m/l can provide a bit more of the "feel" of the ceramic trends. The rest of the system is simply
for the ease of the eye in reading, and one's fingers on the keyboard.
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As for the dates assigned below to
the various periods and subperiods, an
attempt has been made to strike
"weighted averages" for period
end/beginning interfaces. For example,
the most recent dates assigned to the
end of EB3 range from 2400 to 2300
BCE. Thus, a compromise date of
2350 BCE is given. The standard 1=I,
2=II, 3=III and a=A, b=B, c=C are
retained from prior chronologies as
used to designate early, middle, and
late phases of a period. (As stated
above, the addition of an e=early,
m=middle, and l=late suffix can further specify a chronological tendency if needed for a specific
pottery form or other artifact.)
“Aristarchus” seal on wine jar handle,
ca. 175 BCE; Tall Bleibel

When no subperiod designations are identified, general references to the archaeological
periods use the following abbreviations: Pre-Pottery Neolithic Period = PPNP; Pottery Neolithic
Period = PNP; Chalcolithic Period = CP; Early Bronze Age = EBA; Intermediate Bronze Age =
IBA; Middle Bronze Age = MBA; Late Bronze Age = LBA; Iron Age = IA; Hellenistic Period =
HP; Early Roman Period = ERP; Late Roman Period = LRP; Byzantine Period = BP. Islamic
Periods use the traditional designations.
We are applying the following general chronology, with new abbreviations given first:
PN1: Pottery Neolithic/early

6000-5500 BCE

PN2: Pottery Neolithic/middle

5500-5000 BCE

PN3: Pottery Neolithic/late

5000-4500 BCE

CH1: Chalcolithic

4500-4100 BCE

CH2: Chalcolithic

4100-3800 BCE

CH3: Chalcolithic

3800-3500 BCE

EB1a: Early Bronze I A

3500-3350 BCE

EB1b: Early Bronze I B

3350-3250 BCE

EB1c: Early Bronze I C

3250-3100 BCE

EB2a: Early Bronze II A

3100-3000 BCE

EB2b: Early Bronze II B

3000-2900 BCE

EB2c: Early Bronze II C

2900-2800 BCE

EB3a: Early Bronze III A

2800-2650 BCE

EB3b: Early Bronze III B

2650-2500 BCE

EB3c: Early Bronze III C

2500-2350 BCE
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IB1: Intermediate Bronze/earlier

2350-2200 BCE (old EB IV)

IB2: Intermediate Bronze/later

2200-2000 BCE (old MB I)

MB1: Middle Bronze I

2000-1800 BCE (old MB IIA)

MB2: Middle Bronze II

1800-1550 BCE (old MB IIB-C)

LB1: Late Bronze I

1550-1400 BCE

LB2a: Late Bronze II A

1400-1300 BCE

LB2b: Late Bronze II B

1300-1200 BCE

IA1a: Iron I A

1200-1100 BCE

IA1b: Iron 1 B

1100-1000 BCE

IA2a: Iron II A

1000-900 BCE

IA2b: Iron II B

900-700 BCE

IA2c: Iron II C

700-539 BCE

IA3: Iron III/Persian Period

539-332 BCE

HP: Hellenistic Period

332-63 BCE

ERP: Early Roman Period

63 BCE-135 CE

THEORETICAL STRATIGRAPHY FOR TALL EL-HAMMAM
The stratigraphic profile of Tall el-Hammam had long been suspected, but has needed to be
confirmed by excavation (Prag 1974, 1991; Ibrahim, Yassine, and Sauer 1988). The following is
a theoretical stratigraphic profile based on observations from extensive sherding, clearing and
clarification of MT disturbances, and the results of scientific excavation through four seasons.
By "theoretical stratigraphy" we mean what is suggested by a "general assessment" of the
ceramic indicators over the whole of the site, giving consideration to the frequency of certain
period diagnostics. In other words, significant amounts of pottery from a given period would
indicate, theoretically, that an architecturally-based occupation would be likely. On the other
hand, rare occurrences of ceramics from a
given period would suggest, theoretically,
the unlikelihood of a substantial
architectural complex dating to that
timeframe. Of course, only excavation can
reveal the actual stratigraphic profile of a
site. Ceramic indicators suggest the
following occupational sequence at Tall
el-Hammam:
Early-to-Late Islamic Periods
These ceramic forms seem to be mixed
into contexts with the latest (surface)
structures on the upper tall. Re-use of
older structures may account for this.

Late Roman and
Byzantine sherds;
Field LR
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However, such sherds are extremely rare on the site as compared to Bronze and Iron Age pottery
forms. Only an occasional campsite can be extrapolated from these few Islamic sherds.
Late Hellenistic/Early Roman Period and Byzantine Period
The Late Hellenistic and Early Roman periods are represented at the site, but play a minor role in
comparison to the Bronze and Iron Age
ceramic assemblages. Roman and Byzantine
sherds are present, but are mostly found in
two isolated locations, Field LR (monumental
building) and Field UA (small guard tower).
Iron Age 1, 2, 3
The Iron Age city is quite extensive on the
upper tall, but at this point
periodization/phasing is not entirely clear.
Iron I pottery is infrequent at this point, but
present (such as the IA1b pilgrim flask found
in Field UB). The principal Iron Age city at
Tall el-Hammam seems to have been built
during IA2a-b. IA3 (Persian Period) sherds
are present-but-infrequent at this point.
Middle Bronze Age
Both MB1 and MB2 are strongly represented
in the TeH ceramic repertoire, and in related
fortification, monumental, and domestic
architecture, throughout the site.
Intermediate Bronze Age
IB1 and IB2 pottery forms appear with high
frequency across the entire site. These
occupants also seem to have re-built and reused many of the previous EB3 structures including
the city fortifications.
Early Bronze Age
The EBA city of Tall el-Hammam is unmistakable
and massive, but periodization and phasing need to be
studied carefully on the basis of future excavation.
EB1, EB2, and EB3 ceramic forms are common
throughout. The EBA-style lithic industry is
extensive.
Chalcolithic Period
Chalcolithic pottery forms of the Ghassulian variety
are found with some frequency, as are various basalt
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bowl fragments. The lithic artifacts from this period are fairly common. It would be
understandable if Chalcolithic residents (perhaps moving from Tuleilat Ghassul?) had come to
Tall el-Hammam to take advantage of its abundant water resources. Given the immense size of
the EBA city, it is in the realm of possibility that the footprint of an underlying Chalcolithic
settlement at TeH might exceed the size of Tuleilat Ghassul.
CONFIRMED STRATIGRAPHY
While the Chalcolithic presence is frequent on
the surface of TeH, no architecture from that
period is, as yet, attested (although it is
strongly anticipated). The Early Bronze Age
occupants of the site seem to be the original
builders of the extensive fortification systems
that surround both the upper and lower talls
(Mazar 2002; Schaub 2007; Schaub and
Chesson 2007). The Intermediate Bronze Age
occupants seem to utilize most or all of the
EBA footprint. Excavation on the lower tall
suggests a virtually-continuous occupation
from the EBA through the IBA. The Middle
Bronze Age is strongly attested architecturally at TeH, particularly in its fortification ramparts
and walls on both the upper and lower talls, and in at least one domestic context. No structures
belonging to the Late Bronze Age or Iron Age 1a are presently known. Perhaps one structure in
Field UB can be dated to IA1b, but that identification still needs more study. The IA2 city is
extensively attested by both monumental and defensive architecture, and in domestic contexts.
Iron III seems present, but yet unconfirmed by anything more than re-use of older buildings.
Hellenistic, Roman, and Byzantine architecture (re-used?) seem confirmed on the south side of
the site, and perhaps in Field UA on the upper tall. Islamic structures are presently unknown,
except (perhaps) some minimal re-use of earlier architecture.

THOUGHTS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The seven-week 2009 excavation season has been successful in clarifying many questions
remaining from previous seasons, and has also provided a good foundation for the balance of the
Project. Of course, many new questions have arisen that must be answered in future seasons. Not
only has the excavation proper managed to clarify a great deal on the upper tall relative to IA2
phasing and the clarification of the inner MBA rampart system of the site, but also it has now
given us a dramatic look into the EBA, IBA, and MBA occupations on the lower tall vis-à-vis
clear stratigraphic horizons.
Additionally, the completion of the topographical and area surveys, including dolmens,
tombs, and related town/village sites, has given us a much clearer picture of Tall el-Hammam's
central role in the history of the eastern Jordan Disk and the region in general. Indeed, at
approximately 36 ha, the sheer size of the heavily fortified Bronze Age city (EBA, IBA, MBA)
at Tall el-Hammam—with its many satellite towns and villages tightly clustered around it—will
certainly shed new light on the interpretation of the evolution of urban polities in the Transjordan
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context. It is becoming increasingly clear that most of the archaeological sites in the vicinity,
upon which interpretive analyses of the Transjordan Bronze Age have heretofore been based,
were, in fact, subordinate satellites within the gravity of Tall el-Hammam’s political influence
(cf. Levy, Michele Daviau, Younker, Shaer: 2007; Adams 2008).18 This is no casual cluster (cf.
Savage, Falconer, and Harrison 2007). What we have here is an EBA/IBA/MBA city-state
configuration of significant proportions that, until the present work at Tall el-Hammam, has not
found its way into any of the past or recent discussions of the Transjordan Bronze Age19 (cf.
Dornemann 1983; Najjar 1992;
Savage, Falconer, and Harrison
2007; Falconer, Fall, and Jones
2007; Falconer 2008; Palumbo
2008; Philip 2008).
The complex Bronze Age
fortifications at Tall el-Hammam,
including outer and inner city
walls and mudbrick/earthen
ramparts, are reminiscent of
some Bronze Age urban centers
EBA city wall;
in Mesopotamia (Burke 2004).
Sq. LA.28N1;
TeHEP will surely add to our
width of trench
is 2 m.
understanding of the Transjordan
Intermediate Bronze Age (aka
EB IV or Intermediate EB-MB), as all indicators seem to support that Tall el-Hammam was both
large and fortified during that enigmatic period, and surrounded by smaller IBA sites—such as
Tall Iktanu—in close proximity (cf. Richard and Long 2007), for which a city-state interpretation
is not out of the question.20
Although not as large as the Bronze Age occupation, the Iron Age city at Tall el-Hammam
was obviously an important crossroads center that played a considerable role in the local sociopolitical milieu. Without a doubt, the excavation of this magnificent site will contribute a wealth
of new information for all of its represented periods. It is possible that it has direct links to

18

Tall el-Hammam and its intimate geographical cluster of sites is systematically absent (save for a few graphs of
site-size comparisons listing TeH at 15 ha) from all past and recent discussions of the Transjordan Bronze Age
both for the southern Jordan Valley, and Jordan in general. The only exception to this is the 1990 probe excavation
on TeH by Kay Prag (1991). Dr. Prag was, and is, well-familiar with the size and prominence of TeH, but her
work at the site is little known and less considered. Drs. Prag and Collins explored the expanse of Tall elHammam together at the end of the 2009 season.
19
This is not meant as a criticism, simply a statement of fact. One cannot expect an unexcavated, unpublished site,
regardless of its size, to play a very large role in the interpretation of a regional archaeological picture, however
inaccurate the picture may be without it. New interpretations will arise as information from Tall el-Hammam is
integrated into the available corpus of archaeological data. But again, Prag’s probe excavation report and
description of TeH have been available since 1991, so it cannot be said that information about the site was
altogether invisible.
20
Once again we have an example in which a secondary townsite, Tall Iktanu, had, by default, become the
interpretive epicenter for understanding the IBA in the southern Jordan Valley, even for much of the region. Tall
el-Hammam will now be able to interject relevant data from a primary IBA urban site into the discussion.
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Solomonic Jerusalem and the subsequent Israelite hegemony as a Transjordan district
commercial center.
Further, the continuation and building of relationships with local officials and residents, the
extensive exploration of area geographical features and archaeological sites, and the experience
of working side by side with our colleagues from the Department of Antiquities, have all come
together to build positive expectations for the future of TeHEP.
As is now widely known—especially
in the light of Dr. Collins' lecture in
Amman (16 Jan 2009) to the Friends of
Archaeology and Heritage of Jordan,
and their subsequent fieldtrip to the site
a few days later—that Tall el-Hammam
remains a logical candidate for biblical
Sodom based on a detailed analysis of
the relevant biblical and historical
materials regarding the chronology and
location of the city (Tristram 1874:
330-333; Thomson 1882: 371-376;
Collins 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2008; cf.
MacDonald 2000: 45-61). Extensive
research, along with archaeological data from four seasons of excavation, are now leading many
scholars to entertain or adopt this theory on its evidential merits. That the enduring and powerful
presence of Tall el-Hammam and its associated towns and villages on the eastern Jordan Disk
during the Bronze Age gave rise to the Cities of the Plain tradition reflected in the stories of
Genesis 10-19 is a reasonable theory commensurate with all of the available geographical and
archaeological data. Future tourism potential for such a site as Tall el-Hammam must not be
overlooked or underestimated. From all perspectives, preservation of this highly important site is
imperative.
The TeHEP staff wholeheartedly recommends that the Tall el-Hammam Excavation Project
continue into Season Five, scheduled for winter 2009-2010.
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